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THE GRAPH MODEL FOR CONFLICTS AS A NEGOTIATION SUPPORT TOOL 

D. Mare Kilgour, Keith W. Hipel, and Liping Fang 
Department of Systems Design Engineering, University of Waterloo, 

Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3G 1 

Abstract: The graph model for conflicts is presented as a flexible approach for systematically 
studying real world disputes. Basic definitions underlying the graph model are reviewed and some 
representative solution concepts arc defined for describing possible human behaviour under con
flict To demonstrate the practical application of the graph model as a negotiation support tool, the 
modelling and analysis stages arc clearly illustrated using an international trading conflict, which 
arose over the export of Canadian softwood lumber to the United States. Besides showing 
representative modelling and analysis results, insights gained by carrying out a forma! graph model 
study arc pointed out 

Keywords: Conflict analysis, graph model, international trade, negotiation support. 

1. Introduction 

A conflict is a situation in which·two or more decision makers are in dispute over some issue(s). 
For example, there is an ongoing debate among the United States, Europe and other countries 
involving subsidies paid to farmers. Conflict analysis techniques and methodologies are specifi
cally designed and developed for systematically studying many types of-conflict arising in the real 
world. In fact, conflict analysis methods capture the key components of strategie conflict in a way 
that is as independent as possible from the arcas of application. Therefore, the same methodology 
used to analyze a problem in international trade could be employed to study a rnilitary dispute. 

The objective of this paper is to present a survey of the graph model for conflict analysis, 
which constitutes a new and flexible approach developed during the past five years for use in nego
tiation support as well as other areas of conflict management The graph model methodology is a 
significant extension of earlier wcirk in conflict analysis carried out by authors such as Fraser and 
Hipel (1984) and Howard (1971). Within Section 2, the basie methodology for applying the graph 
model for conflicts (Fang et al., 1988) and its implementation as a decision support system (Kilgour 
et al. 1990a) are described. Moreover, some basie definitions for the graph model and solution con
cepts for mathematically modelling possible human behaviour under conflict arc outlined in Section 
3 (Kilgour et al., 1987; Fang et al., 1989). Subsequently, an international trading dispute over the 
export of Canadian softwood lumber to the United States (Hipel et al., 1990) is employed in Section 
4 to clearly demonstrate how the graph model is applied in practice to an actual conflict. 
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2.. Metbodology 

2.1 Background to the Canada-U.S. soflwood lumber conflict 

To illustrate how an actual dispute can be systematically examined using the graph model, the soft
wood lumber conflict between United States and Canada is employed. The history behind this 
international conflict is summarized by Hipel et al. (I 990), while detailed explanations are provided 
by Mały and McKinsey (1986) and Foster (1987). As outlined below, the dispute has been studied 
at two crucial dates in its evolution. The original modelling and analysis of each of the two phases 
using the graph model approach was accomplished by Hipel et al. (1990). Here, the second stage of 
the conflict is presented in expanded form in order to explain the theory and application of the 
graph model in negotiation support 

The domestic lumber industry of the United States suffered an economic decline during the 
five-year period following the severe recession of 1981-1982. It was conu:non in the U.S. industry 
to blame imports from Canada for production and sales problems in American wood product indus
tries. Softwood lumber is a major Canadian export to the U.S., amounting to about $2 billion 
(U.S.) annually; by 1986, Canadian finns had gained about one-third of the American market. 
Industrial groups and politicians in the United States argued thai Canadian lumber enjoyed an 
unfair competitive advantage over the U.S. product because of subsidies. · 

On May 19, 1986, the United States Coalition for Fair Canadian Lumber Imports asked the 
International Trade Commission (ITC) of the U.S. government to role on a charge of in jury against 
allegedly subsidized softwood lumber imports. The petitioners requested a duty of 27% on Cana
dian imports to offset the effect of the alleged subsidy. 

On June 26, 1986, the ITC, a semi-judicial bady, ruled that softwood lumber imports into the 
U.S. from Canada were harming the U.S. lumber industry. Following this decision, it was the 
responsibility of the Department of Commerce to detennine whether Canadian exports were actu
ally being subsidized. ll1e U.S. Commerce Department's trade-remedy wing, known as the Inter
national Trade Administration (ITA), was scheduled to make a preliminary ruling on the case by 
Oe to ber 16, 1986. If it upheld the preliminary finding, the case would return to the ITC for a finał 
injury ruling. 

The Commerce Department's preliminary decision imposing a 15% duty was announced on 
October 16, 1986. Although the Govemment of Canada first vowed to "fight this all the way" 
(Foster, 1987), within a month the province of British Columbia became convinced that if the ini
tiative were left to the U.S., Canada would lose. 

American trade laws allow a negotiated settlement if all parties "gree. Under a negotiated set
tlement, the amount of any subsidy alleged .by the U.S. might be kept in Canada The province of 
British Columbia, the major source of softwood lumber exports,. therefore had the most to Jose from 
a U.S. duty and tpe most to gain from a compensating lumber tax increase in Canada. British 
Columbia announced its intention to implement a compensating tax and Quebec supported its 
move. At a federal-provincial conference held in Vancouver on November 20, 1986, Prime Minis
ter Mulroney announced an agreement, with nine of the ten provinct:s, to pursue a negoti~ted settle
ment Ontario alone opposed any attempt at accommodation, which it claimed would diminish 
Canadian sovereignty. Negotiations were nonetheless undertaken, and produced a dramatic 
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settlement a few rninutes before the deadline of rnidnight, December 30, 1986. 

The modelling and analysis of the dispute is divided into two phases; up to the October 16, 
1986 ruling, and afterwards. For the study of phase l , refer to Hipel et al. (1990). Below, phase 2 
of the conflict is utili2:ed to explain how a dispute is formally modelled and analyzed. 

2.2 Modelling 

A game or conflict model is a systematic structure for describing the main characteristics of a con
flict which is either taking place now, or happened historically. The three major components to the 
conflict model are the decision makers, options and preferences. 

The decision makers and options for phase 2 of the softwood lumber conflict are displayed in 
Table 1, where the options under the control of cach decision maker are also shown. The Canadian 
government can accept the import duty, take legal action and attempt other sanctions, or propose an 
export tax in lieu of import duty. The U.S. Commerce Department can insist on the duty, drop the 
import duty provided an equivalent export tax is imposed, or reject the petition. The U.S, Industry 
can retain or withdraw the petition . . A one-word label for cach option appears in parentheses in 
Table 1. 

Table 1. Decision Makers and Options for Phase 2 of the Softwood Lumber Conflict 

Decision Makers Options Equil. 

l. Canada (1) Accept import duty (Outy) N 
(2) Take legal action and 

attempt other sanctions (Legal) N 
(3) Impose export tax in 

lieu of import duty (fax) Y 

2. U.S. Commerce Department (4) Retain import duty (Retain) N 
(5) Drop import duty, accept export tax (Drop) y 
(6) Reject the petition (Reject) N 

3. U.S. Industry (7) Retain petition (Retain) N 

A strategy is a selection by a given decision maker of none, some or all of his or her options. 
To explain this idea, refer to the column of Y's and N's in Table 1. "Y" indicates "yes," the optipn 
is taken by the decision maker controlling it, whereas "N" means "no" the option is not selected. In 
this column of Y's and N's, the strategy for Canada is not to take options (1) and (2), but select 
opti.on (3). Likewise, the U.S. Commerce Department's strategy is not selecting options (4) and 
(6), but taking option (5). The N opposite option <:1) indicates that the U.S. lndustry is not selecting 
its option, which in this case means that the U .S. Industry is withdrawing its petition. 

A state is formed after cach decision maker selects a strategy. Writing horizontally in text, 
the vertical state listed in Table l (NNY NYN N) is formed by Canada, the U.S. Commerce Depart
ment, and U.S. Industry following strategies (NNY), (NYN), and (N), respectively. 
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In the softwood lumbcr conflict in Table 1, thcrc arc 7 options. Because each option can be 
eithcr sclcctcd or rcjcctcd, thcrc is a total of 27 = 128 mathematically possible states. However, 
many of thcsc states arc infeasible in the actual conflict for a variety of reasons. Infeasible states 
can be rcmovcd from the game and cquivalent states collapsed; the remaining states (13) are Jisted 
in Table 4. 

In the graph model for conflict analysis, one only has to obtain "relative preference" informa
tion for cach decision malcer. Hence, one has to know only the order of preference (allowing ties) 
betwecn all pairs of feasible states. The ordinal preferences for cach decision maker for the second 
phasc of softwood lumbcr disputc arc explaincd in Scction 4. In this case the preferences.are transi
tive for cach of the decision malcers; nonetheless, the graph model approach can also handle intran
sitive prefercnces (Kilgour et al., 1990b). 

2.3 Stability analysis 

The basie input data needed to calibrate a graph model arc the decision makers, their options and 
their preferences. The graph model is then a basie structure within which one can extensively study 
the possible strategie interactions among the decision makers. The systematic examination of the 
possible moves and counter moves by the decision makers during possible evolutions of the con
flict, and the calculation of the most likely resolutions, is referred to as stability analysis. The 
results of the stability analysis can be uscd, for example, to help support decisions made by people 
having real power in a conflict. 

In a unilateria/ move, a particular decision maker changes his option selection or strategy to 
cause the confUct to change to another state. Somętimes a unilaterial move by a decision maker is 

• irreversible and can take place only in one direction. For example, after a military attack is made 
by one nation against another, the effects of the attack cannot be reversed. The graph model sys
tematically accounts for both irreversible and reversib/e moves in a conflict 

Sometimes there can be different strategy selections or moves in a conflict which result in the 
same finał state occurring. For instance, there may be a variety of bad management decisions that 
can result in the same finał state - the company goes bank:rupt. These common moves to the same 
state can be readily taken care of by the graph model. 

In the most generał sense, a state is said to be stable for a particular decision maker if it is not 
advantageous for him to move away from the state by unilaterally changing his strategy selection. 
A solution concept is a precise mathematical description of how stability can be calculated and is, 
therefore, a sociological model of possible human behaviour in a conflict situation. Because human 
beings can react in different ways in a dispute, a range of solution concepts have been defined for 
modelling the variety of human behaviour. A list of solution concepts which have been defined 
within the graph model framework is given later in Table 2. 

In a stability analysis, one examines every state for stability from every decision maker's 
point of view. When a state is stable for cach decision malcer, it constitutes a possible resoiution or 
equilibrium. The state shown on the right in Table 1, for example, constitutes the equilibrium 
which occurred historically for phase 2 of the softwood lumber conflict. During the evolution of a 
conflict from an unstable status quo position, decision makers may change strategies, causing the 
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conflict to move from one state to another. When an equilibńum is eventually reached, the conflict 
will stay at that state because no decision maker has an incentive to move away. However, if a 
basie model parameter changes, such as preference, then one would need to carry out another 
analysis to ascertain the strategie consequences. 

2.4 Method of application 

Figure 1 depicts the generał procedure for applying the graph model for conflict analysis to an 
actual dispute. Initially, a real world conflict may seem to be confusing and difficult to 
comprehend. However, by systematically applying the conflict analysis method according to the 
two main stages of modelling and analysis, the conflict problem can be better understood in terms 
of its essential characteristics and potential resolutions. 
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Figure l. Applying the graph model for conflict analysis. 
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The graph model for conflict analysis can be convcniently programmed and irnplemented in 
practice as a decision support system (DSS) within an overall decision making environment in 
which real decision makers make actual decisions. Because the graph model is meant to be used 
interactlvcly when programmcd within a DSS, it is can be aptly refen:ed to as a methodology for 
interactive decision making. 

3. Dermitions 

3.1 The grapb model for conflicts 

A graph model for a conflict consists of a set of directed graphs and a set of payoff functions. Let 
N= {l, 2, ... , n} denote the set of decision makers or players and U= (1, 2, ... , u} the set of states 
of the conflict A collectlon of finite directed graphs D; ={U, A;), i e N, is used to model the evo-

lution of the conflict The venices of cach graph are the possible states of the conflict and hence 
the vertex set, U, is common to all graphs. The arcs of the directed graphs are defined as follows: if 
player i can (unilaterally) move (in one step) from statek to state q, there is an arc with ońentation 
from k to q in A;. For convenience, it is assumed that there is no arc from state k to itself, i.e. 

there arc no loops in any player's graph. For cach player ie N, a payoff function P;: U • R, 

where R is the set of real numbers, is defined on the set of states. The payoff functlons measure the 
worths of states to the players. As descńbed belo w, it is assumed that values of the pay off func
tions represent only the players' ordinal rankings of the states. 

An analytic representation of player i's graph A; is given by i's reachable lists. For ie N, 

player i's reachable list for statek e U is the set s1(k) of all states to which pla3/er i can move (in 

"one step) from statek, or 

S;(k) s { q e U: i/ player i can move (in one step)from statek to state q }. (1) 

The payoff functwn for player i, P;, measures how preferred a state is for i . Thus, if k, q e U, 

then P;(k) ~ P;(q) iff i prefers k to q, or is indifferent between k and q. When this inequality is 

stńct for all pairs of distinct states for every player, the conflict is called strict ordinal; in other 
words, different states have different payoffs for every player in a stńct ordinal conflict. Beyond the 
ordinal information of preference or indifference, nothing can be inferred from the values of P;. 

For example, P;(k) > P;(q) indicates that i prefers k to q, but the value of P;(k)-P;(ą) gives no 

meaningful information about the strength of this preference. For convenience, small positive 
integers are used as the values of P;(·). 

To represent various stability definitions in the graph form, the concept of unilateral improve
ment is invaluable. A unilateral improvement from a particulat state for a player is any preferred 
state to which that player can unilaterally move. Note that the player must stńctly prefer the unila
teral improvement to the initial state. To represent unilateral irnprovements, each player i 's reach
able list, S;(k), can be replaced by St(k), defined by 
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S/(k) = { ą e S;(k): P;(ą) > Pi(k) } . (2) 

Thus, S/(k) denotes the set of player i's unilateral improvements from statek and is called the uni

lateral improvement list of player i from statek. 

3.2 Solution concepts 

A solution concept constitutes a mathematical description of a behaviour pattern. Because decision 
makers can react to conflict situations in many ways, there arc many different solution concepts. At 
the stability analysis stage, solution concepts are used to predict the stable states for each decision 
maker and the equilibria. Fang et al. (1989) compare mathematically a wide range of solution con
cepts applicable in the graph model. 

Table 2, taken from Hipel et al. (1990), lists solution concepts that have been defined and 
developed within the field of conflict analysis. The first column names the solution concepts while 
the second provides original references. The last two furnish ways for characterizing the solution 
concepts in a qualitative sense according to the two criteria of "foresight" and "disimprovement." 
Foresight refers to the ability of a decision maker to think about possible moves that could take 
place in the future. If the decision maker has high or long foresight, he can imagine many moves 
and counter moves into the future when evaluating where the conflict will end up after an initial 
unilateral move on his part. Notice, for example, that in Nash stability the foresight is low whereas 
it is very high for non-myopic stability. The "strategie" disimprovement appearing in the fourth 
column means that a decision maker may temporarily move to a worse state in order to reach even
tually a more preferred state. Disimprovements "by opponents" indicates that other decision makers 
may put themselves in worse positions in order to błock unilateral improvements by the given deci
sion maker. 

Next, the definitions of Nash stability (Nash, 1950) and sequential stability (Fraser and Hipel, 
1984) are presented briefly in the graph model context. The original adaptations of these solution 
concepts to the graph model of conflict can be found in Kilgour et al. (1987) and Fang et al. (1989) 
for two-player and n-player conflicts. 

General definitions 

In a two-player conflict, player i's decision problem at initial state k is illustrated in Figure 2. A 
special convention is used in two-player conflicts: whenever a player i e N has been identified, 
then i's opponent is automatically denoted by j. If player i seizes the initiative and moves to some 
state k1 e Si(k), then player j, may move from k1• Depending on what he expects player j might do 

from each poss~ble k1 e S;(k), player i may prefer to stay at statek. If so, statek is stable for i. If 

state k is stable for both players, it is an equilibiium. 

In an n-player conflict, player i's decision problem at initial state k is more complicated, as 
illustrated in Figure 3. If player i seizes the initiative and moves, say to state k1 e S;(k), then some 

other player j, je N-i, may move from k1, say to k2 e SjCk1). Depending on j's move, yet another 

player p, pe N-j-i, may move from ki, say to k3 e Sp(ki), and so on. Depending on what player 

i expects the other players (N-i) to do from each k1 e Si(k), player i may prefer to stay at statek. 
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Table 2. Solution Concepts and Human Behaviour · 

Solution Concepts Original References Foresight Disirnprovements 

Nash stability (R) Nash (1950); von Neumann low never 

and Morgenstern (1944, 
1953) 

General metarational- Howard (1971) medium by opponents 
ity (GMR) 

Symrnetric metara- Howard (1971) medium by opponents 
tionality (SMR) 
Sequential stability Fraser and Hipel (1984) medium never 
(FHQ) 

Limited-move stabil- Kilgour ( 1985); Kilgour et al. variable strategie 
ity (Lh) (1987); Zagare (1984) 

Non-myopic stability Brams and Wittman (1981); high strategie 
(NM) Kilgour (1984, 1985); Kil-

gour et al. (1987) 

Note that in this sanction sequence the same player may move more than once, but not twice in suc
cession. However, after his initial move the (original) player i does not take part in the sequence. 

For any subset of the players, H i:; N, S8 (k) will denote the set of all states that can result 

• from any sequence of unilateral moves, by some or all of the players in H, starting at state k. In 
this sequence, the same player may move more than once, but not twice consecutively. If 

k1 e Stt(k), ntt,.tCk1) denote the set of all last players in lega! sequences from kto k1• 

Definition Let k e U and H i:; N, H o! 0. The unilateral moves of H are the states in S8 (k) i:; U, 

defined inductively by 

(i) if je H and k1 e Sj(k), then k1 e Stt(k) and j e 11H,.t(k1) 

(ii) if k1 e SH(k), je H, and k2 e Sj(k1), then 

(a) if 1nH,.t(k1)I =land j IE nH,.t(k1), then le-z E SH(k) and je nH,.t(k:z) 

(b) i/ 1nH.,t(k1) I > 1, then le-ze Su(k) and j E nH.,t(k:z). 

(3a) 

(3b) 

In a similar manner, one can define Sit (k) which denotes the set of states that can re suit from 

any sequence of unilateral improvements by some or all of the players in the set H starting from 
statek. S8 (k) and SJ(k)-can be thought of as H's reachable list and unilateral improvement list, 

respectively. In particular, the sets SN_;(k) and SJ-;(k) represent the possiblc states of "response 

sequences" of i's opponents against a move by i tok. Note that for two-player conflicts, N ={i, j} 
and N -i= j, so that SN_;(k) is Sj(k). 
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Figure 2 

I 

G) 

Figure 2. Player i's decision problem at initial statek in a two-player conflict, 
where player j is i ' s opponent; k , k1, kx are states; and s means stay. 

Figure 3. Player i' s decision problem at initial state k in an n-player conflict 

Nash stability 

jEN-i 

Figure 3 

Statek is Nash stable, or individually rational (R), for player i iff St(k) = 0 . Under Nash stability, 

player i expects that player j will stay at any state i moves to; in other words, any state that i moves 
to will be the fina! state. The state k is therefore stable for i iff i cannot move from k to any state i 
prefers to k. 

Sequential stability 

State k is sequentially stable (FHQ) for player i iff for every k1 e St(k) there exists kx e s;_;(k1) 

with P;(kx) SP;(k). Tuus, player i expects that the other players, N-i, will respond by huning i if 

it is possible for them to do so . . Note that i anticipates that the conflict will end after the players of · 
N-i have responded. As weli, it is assumed that i's opponents will make "credible sanctions" 
[kx e SJ-i(k1) is tequired, rather than merely kx e SN:..;(k1)]. 
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4. Applications 

4.1 Case studies 

As summarized in Table 3, the graph model for conflicts has been successfully applied to a variety 
of challenging real world disputes. To show how the graph model can be utilized in practice, phase 
2 of the softwood lumber trading conflict discussed in Section 2 is a representative example. 

Table 3. Real World Applications of the Graph Model for Conflict Analysis 

Conflict Application Area Reference 

Garrison Diversion Unit International, environmental Fang et aL (1988) 
Softwood Lumber International, economics, trade Hipel et al. (1990) 
Labour-Management Contract negotiation Kilgour et al. (1991a) 
Negotiations 
Rafferty-Alamcda Dams Environmental groups, governments Hi pel et al. (199 l) 
Flathead River Resources Environmental groups, govemments, Kilgour et al. (1991 b) 
Development industry 

4.2 Softwood lumber dispute 

Modelling 

The bistory of the softwood lumber dispute is outlined in Section 2.1, and the decision makers and 
• options for phase 2 of the conflict are given in Table 1. After removing the i~easible states, 18 
feasible states are left in the model However, all states at which the U.S. Commerce Department 
rejects the petition can be considered to be the same and are represented by state 13, where a dash 
means that an entry can be either N or Y. As shown in Table 4, a total of thirteen states remain in 
the conflict. 

Table 4. States for Phase 2 of the Softwood Lumber Conflict 
l. Canada 
(l) Outy y N N y N N y N N y N N 
(2) Legal N y N N y N N y N N y N 
(3) Tax N N y N N y N N y N N y 

2. U.S. Commerce 
(4) Retain y y y N N N y y y N N N 
(5) Drop N N N y y y N N N y y y 
(6) Reject N N N N N N N N N N N N y 

3. U.S. lndustry 
m R:etatn y y y y y y N N N N N N 

Number 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
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The reachable lists for this phase of the dispute are given in Table 5. As can be seen, there are 
some irreversible moves for Canada and the U.S. Industry. For example, Canada can move from 
state 1 to state 2 or 3 but cannot return from 2 or 3 to 1. However, all of the Commerce 
Department's moves are irreversible. This is because after the Commerce Department has decided 
to drop the import duty and accept an export tax, or reject the petition altogether, it cannot change 
its decision. The feasible movements of the three decision makers are shown graphically in Figure 
4. 

k 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

13 

Table 5. Reachable Lists (S) and Payoffs (P) 
for Phase 2 of the Softwood Lumber Conflict 

Canada Commerce Dept. U.S. Industry 

s p s p s p 

2,3 6 4, 13 10 7 13 
3 7 5, 13 10 8 4 
2 5 6, 13 10 9 12 

5,6 4 3 10 7 
6 3 3 11 2 
5 8 3 12 6 

8,9 10 10, 13 6 11 
9 11 11,13 6 5 
8 9 12, 13 6 10 

11, 12 2 13 9 
12 1 13 3 
11 12 13 9 

13 7 1 

Comment 

status quo 
retain 
retain 
drop 
drop 
drop 
retain 
retain 
retain 
drop 
drop 
drop 

rejection 

Note: k = State Number; S = Reachable List; P = Ord.ina! Payoff. 

In this dispute, Canada most prefers that the U.S. Industry withdraw its petition. If this 
occurs, Canada would not like to accept the duty or to pursue !egal action, so that states 1 O and 11 
are least preferred by Canada. Whether the U.S. Industry retains or withdraws its petition, the 
Commerce Department prefers to do likewise. The U.S. lndustry always prefers some kind of 
economic measure - either duty or tax. After detailed study, the payoff functions for this conflict 
were deterrnined to be as given in Table 5. 

Analysis: Stability analysis and prediction 

All of the states in Table 5 were analyzed for each stability type for each of the three decision mak
ers. All equilibria are presented in Table 6. 

States 12 and 13 are equilibria for all the solution concepts listed in Table 2, while states 1, 2, 
3, and 6 arc equilibria for some solution concepts. State 12 occurred histońcally, which confirms 
the predictive power of the methodology. 
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CA: CANA0A 

CD: U.S. COMMERCE DEPARTMENT 

I: U.S. INOUSTRY 

Figun, 4. State transition graphs: Phasc 2 of the softwood lumber conflict 

Table 6. Equilibńa for.Phase 2 of the Softwood Lumber Conflict 

k Equilibrium Solution Concepts 

1 GMR,FHQ 
2 GMR, SMR, FHQ, Li_ 

3 GMR,FHQ.~ 

6 GMR,SMR 
12 R, GMR, SMR, FHQ, L1, Li_,~. L4, Lh (li > 4), NM 

13 R, GMR, SMR, FHQ, L1, Li_,~. L4, Lh (h > 4), NM 

Interpretation of resulłs. 

The status quo at the time of analysis was state 1, at which Canada accepts the import duty, the 
Commerce Department confirms it, and the U.S. Industry retains its petition. At one of the two 
equilibńa forecasted by all the solution concepts, state 12, Canada imposes an export we in lieu of 
import duty, the Commerce Department drops the import duty and the U.S. Industry withdraws its 
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petltlon. At the other main cquilibriwn (state 13), the Commerce Department rejects the petition 
and the dispute is over. 

It is not suq,ńsing that 13 is an cquilibriwn sincc no decision maker can rnove away from it 
Note that 13 can be reached only by action of the Commerce Department, and the Commerce 
Department prefers the cquilibrium at 12 over 13. Furthermore, there is no other strong equilibrium 
that Canada can threaten the Commerce Department with in order to induce it to move to 13. Thus, 
even though Canada most prefers the equilibriwn at 13, there is no reasonable hope of achieving it 
Fmally, the cquilibrium at 13 is the least preferred state for the U.S. lndustry, suggesting that 12 is 
a "compromisc" for all sides. 

As shown in Table 7, the actual sequence of events is easy to trace in this model. The arrows 
connecting the status quo to the cquilibrium result show the main option changes required to reach 
a resolution in phase 2. Canada rnoves from the status quo (state 1) to state 3 by proposing an 
export tax in lieu of the import duty. Next, the Commerce Department moves from state 3 to state 
6 by dropping the import duty and accepting the export tax. Finally, from state 6, the U.S. lndustry 
reaches state 12 by withdrawing the petition. Since state 12 is an equilibrium having strong stabil
ity properties, no participant is motivated to move away from it, and the dispute is over. 

Table 7. Progression from Status Quo to Equilibriwn State 
1. Canada 
(1) Outy Y • N N N 
(2) Legal N N N N 
(3) Tax N • Y Y Y 

2. U.S. Commerce 
(4) Retain Y Y • N N 
(5) Drop N N • Y Y 
(6) Reject N N N N 

3. U.S. Industry 
(7)Retam Y Y Y • N 

State 3 6 12 

5. Conclusions 

As demonstrated by the intemational trading conflict as well as other applications referenced in 
Section 4, the graph model for conflicts can be used as a DSS in negotiations. In fact, the dispute in 
Section 4 was analyzed by the authors acting as an interested third party that was not taking part in 
the conflict However, the graph model methodology can be. employed in other situations includ
ing: 

1. 

2. 

Analysis by a decision maker of a conflict in which he or she is a participant 

Analysis by a consultant advising a decisioń maker who is actually taking part in a conflict. 
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3. Tool to coordinate communication and mediation among decision makers in a conflicL More
over, the graph model could also be employed by an arbitrator. 

4. Simulation studies in which interested parties play the roles of decision makers. For instance, 
prior to contract negotiation sessions with employees, management can simulate what could 
ta.kc place so that it can bargain in the best way possible. 
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